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Maex, Reinoud and Erik De Schutter. Synchronization of Golgi 1991), activity in a single PF is unlikely to be effective, and granule cell firing in a detailed network model of the cerebellar whereas massive PF activity would abolish response selecgranule cell layer. J. Neurophysiol. 80: 2521 Neurophysiol. 80: -2537 Neurophysiol. 80: , 1998 . The tivity. It therefore has been proposed (Marr 1969 ) that a granular layer of the cerebellum has a disproportionately large Purkinje cell should be regarded as an output element of number of excitatory (granule cells) versus inhibitory neurons several functional circuits, each activating ¢500 PF syn- (Golgi cells) . Its synaptic organization is also unique with a dense apses. The activation of too many PFs, on the other hand, reciprocal innervation between granule and Golgi cells but without would be prevented by the suppressive action that the inhibisynaptic contacts among the neurons of either population. Physiotory Golgi cells exert on granule cells. According to this logical recordings of granule or Golgi cell activity are scarce, and widely accepted theory, ''the role of the Golgi cell would our current thinking about the way the granular layer functions is be to reset the threshold of the granule cell according to the based almost exclusively on theoretical considerations. We computed the steady-state activity of a large-scale model of the granular conditions of the input'' (Palay and Chan-Palay 1974) . layer of the rat cerebellum. Within a few tens of milliseconds after In the present paper, we examine the function of Golgi the start of random mossy fiber input, the populations of Golgi and cells in granular layer activity. The connectivity of cerebellar granule cells became entrained in a single synchronous oscillation, Golgi and granule cells is summarized in Fig. 1A . A few the basic frequency of which ranged from 10 to 40 Hz depending modeling studies of this circuitry have tried to support the on the average rate of firing in the mossy fiber population. The gain control (or threshold setting) function of Golgi cells, long parallel fibers ensured, through a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylbut they either used logical units (Moore et al. 1989 ; Pellio-4-isoxazolepropionic acid-mediated synapses, a coherent excitation nisz and Szentágothai 1973) or linear units (Chauvet 1995) of Golgi cells, while the regular firing of each Golgi cell synchroas simplified model neurons, or they simulated the effect of nized all granule cells within its axonal radius through transient inhibition on only a single model granule cell (Gabbiani et activation of their g-aminobutyric acid-A (GABA A ) receptor synal. 1994) . Like inhibitory neurons in other systems, howapses. Individual granule cells often remained silent during a few ever, a Golgi cell could be expected to control not only the successive oscillation cycles so that their average firing rates, which could be quite variable, reflected the average activities of their firing threshold or firing rate of its efferent granule cells but mossy fiber afferents. The synchronous, rhythmic firing pattern also the exact timing of their action potentials (Cobb et al. was robust over a broad range of biologically realistic parameter 1995; Lytton and Sejnowski 1991). values and to parameter randomization. Three conditions, however, The compact organization of granule cells and parallel made the oscillations more transient and could desynchronize the fibers within the cerebellar cortex has prevented experimenentire network in the end: a very low mossy fiber activity, a very tal measurements of their in vivo activity until now. We dominant excitation of Golgi cells through mossy fiber synapses therefore have simulated a network of compartmental neu-(rather than through parallel fiber synapses), and a tonic activation rons representing the in vivo rat granular layer, starting from of granule cell GABA A receptors (with an almost complete absence the in vitro dynamics of the component neurons and synapses of synaptically induced inhibitory postsynaptic currents). These and from the detailed connection pattern as it has emerged three conditions were associated with a reduction in the parallel from anatomic observations (Palay and Chan-Palay 1974) fiber activity, and synchrony could be restored by increasing the mossy fiber firing rate. The model predicts that, under conditions and from electrical stimulation experiments (Eccles et al. of strong mossy fiber input to the cerebellum, Golgi cells do not 1967). In this initial study, the model mossy fibers fired only control the strength of parallel fiber activity but also the timing randomly at a constant average rate. This allowed the granuof the individual spikes. Provided that their parallel fiber synapses lar layer to evolve toward a steady state, which was easier constitute an important source of excitation, Golgi cells fire rhythto describe quantitatively and hence was most appropriate mically and synchronized with granule cells over large distances for parameter analysis. studies have revealed prominent oscillations in the field potentials recorded from the granular layer of behaving A knowledge of the firing pattern of parallel fibers (PFs) rats ( Hartmann and Bower 1998 ) and monkeys ( Pellerin is essential to any theory of the function of the cerebellar and Lamarre 1997 ) . We therefore analyzed extensively the cortex. Because the only output neurons, the Purkinje cells, conditions for the emergence of oscillations in the granular receive synapses from Ç200,000 PFs (Harvey and Napper layer model. FIG . 1. Granular layer model comprises mossy fibers (MFs), granule cells (grcs), and Golgi cells (Gocs). MFs and grcs make excitatory synapses, Gocs are inhibitory. A: lumped circuit diagram. Inhibition to grcs can follow 2 pathways: feedforward (MF r Goc r grc) or feedback (MF r grc r Goc r grc). Actual contribution of monosynaptic MF input to Goc excitation is not known; this branch is therefore marked with a ''?''. B: topography of the connections and synaptic input to grcs. The 30 Gocs, 2 of which are shown, are evenly positioned at 300 mm intervals along a 9-mm array, together with a variable number of MFs and grcs. For clarity, the synaptic inputs to only a single grc are shown. The grc receives excitation from 4 MFs which may not span a distance larger than S, which was equal to 6 inter-MF intervals in this figure (} ). The grc also receives inhibition from the closest Goc. The grc axon forms a 5 mm long parallel fiber (PF), which makes excitatory synapses on the apical dendrites of the schematically drawn Gocs. C: synaptic input to Gocs. In addition to parallel fiber excitation, each Goc also receives excitation from a contiguous set of MFs the synapses of which are drawn schematically on the basal dendrite. Note, however, that the simulated Gocs were single compartmental. Monosynaptic MF excitation of Gocs was switched off in the standard model. See METHODS for more details.
array and combining each successive MF with all possible triplets M E T H O D S from the subarray of S MFs at its left-hand side. As a consequence, We first present the network model and develop thereafter, in when S is expressed in units of inter-mossy-fiber distance, the total more detail, the models of the component neurons and synapses. number of grcs N gc was approximately It will be demonstrated that the isolated model granule and Golgi cells, although constructed from incomplete data, faithfully repro-
duced the actual responses recorded from these neurons in slice preparations. At the end, the tools for the analysis of the network For example, a circuit with 540 MFs counted 537 grcs for S Å 3 responses are described. and 10,695 grcs for S Å 6. Note also that with this MF-to-grc innervation pattern, the population of grcs functioned as a combina-
Network dimensions and connectivity
torial expander of the population of MFs, as proposed by Marr (1969) and Albus (1971) . The model was a network of mossy fibers (MFs), granule cells Each grc was placed at the center of its set of MF afferents (Fig. (grcs) , and Golgi cells (Gocs), originally conceived as a two-1B). From the above, a grc received, through a-amino-3-hydroxydimensional (2D) grid in the plane of the parallel fiber (PF) and 5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)-and N-methyl-Dsagittal axes. However, one-dimensional (1D) networks extending aspartate (NMDA)-receptor channels, excitation from four differalong the PF axis only and representing a ''beam'' of granular ent MFs within a radius of S/2. In addition a grc received, through layer (Eccles et al. 1966) were found to display the same dynamics a g-aminobutyric acid-A (GABA A ) channel, inhibition from the as 2D grids and allowed us, in addition, to simulate more realistic closest Goc. neuronal and synaptic densities. We therefore present in this article
The grc axon, which was not explicitly modeled, ran in each of results computed on a 1D beam of 9 mm length. This length was two opposite directions over a distance of 2.5 mm (PF length of determined by the need to reduce border effects around a central 5 mm) (Mugnaini 1983; Pichitpornchai et al. 1994 ) and allowed area longer than a single PF.
the grc to make a PF synapse on each of the at most 17 intervening Along this beam, a fixed number of 30 Gocs were aligned at Gocs with a chosen probability P. The delays of these grc-to-Goc 300-mm intervals (Palkovits et al. 1971) (Fig. 1B) . For every Goc, PF synapses were set to the ratios of the intersomatic distances it was estimated that there are Ç1,000 grcs in the rat cerebellum over the PF conduction speed (0.5 m/s), and hence measured 0based on a grc/Purkinje cell ratio of 274 (Harvey and Napper 5 ms. Gocs also could receive monosynaptic excitation from a set 1991) and a Purkinje/Goc ratio of 3.22 (Palkovits et al. 1971) , of MFs (Fig. 1C) . The PF and MF synapses on Gocs had AMPA but it was impractical to always simulate 30,000 grcs. Instead their receptor channels (Dieudonné and Kehoe 1996; Midtgaard 1992) . number was reduced, and networks with varying numbers of grcs were compared. A maximum variability in grc responses within Model granule cells such reduced networks was preserved, however, by assigning each model grc a unique set of four different MF afferents.
Our starting point was a model of an in vitro turtle grc (Gabbiani To accomplish this, a number N mf of MFs were evenly distribet al. 1994) . This model was first modified to represent a rat grc uted along the Goc array first. Along this array, a parameter S in vivo and next simplified to reduce the computational load im-( Fig. 1B) defined the maximum distance allowed between two MF posed by the large grc population. The complete equations can be afferents to a single grc. This spatial span S can be considered a found in the APPENDIX . measure of the divergence of MFs by ramification in the granular layer (Palay and Chan-Palay 1974). A unique grc was then created SINGLE-COMPARTMENTAL REDUCTION TO RAT DIMENSIONS.
The 13 dendritic and somatic compartments were lumped into a for every combination of four different MFs spanning a distance°S . This was achieved by passing from left to right along the MF single, isopotential spherical soma. This is justified because rat J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys grcs have been reported to be electrically very compact (Bardoni and Belluzzi 1993; D'Angelo et al. 1995; Silver et al. 1992) . A virtual soma diameter of 10 mm produced a model cell capacitance of 3.14 pF, which is a typical value for rat grcs (Barbour 1993; Bardoni and Belluzzi 1993; D'Angelo et al. 1995; Kaneda et al. 1995; Silver et al. 1992) . Note that the diameter was larger than the 6 mm of actual grcs (Palay and Chan-Palay 1974) but needed to compensate for the membrane surface area of the missing dendrites.
IN VIVO KINETICS. Assuming temperature-dependent kinetics with a Q 10 factor of 3, all rate constants describing the voltagegated channels at room temperature were multiplied by 5 (De Schutter and Bower 1994a). Because this change in time scale decreased the amount of charge transferred through these channels, which consequently disturbed the dynamics of the neuron as a whole (Rinzel and Ermentrout 1989) , the channels' densities or peak conductances needed to be increased as well, mostly by a factor of 2 (Q 10 for diffusion of 1.2-1.5) (Hille 1992 ). The resulting peak conductances were: inactivating Na / channel (NaF) 172 nS, high-voltage-activated Ca 2/ channel (CaL) 2.9 nS, delayed rectifier (Kdr) 28 nS, A-type K / channel (KA) 3.6 nS, Ca 2/dependent K / channel (KC) 56.5 nS, and anomalous inward rectifier (H) 97.1 pS. Similarly, we adapted all synaptic conductances to have an acceleration of 3 between room temperature and 37ЊC (Q 10 factor of 2) (Otis and Mody 1992; Silver et al. 1996) , resulting in the following time constants: AMPA receptor channels rise 0.03 ms, decay 0.5 ms (Silver et al. 1992 ); NMDA channels rise 1 ms, decay 13.3 ms (Gabbiani et al. 1994) ; and GABA A channels rise 0.31 ms, decay 8.8 ms.
EXCITABILITY. Rat grcs have a much higher firing threshold than turtle grcs, reaching ú20 mV (D'Angelo et al. 1995) . This was achieved by shifting all voltage-dependent functions, including the one describing the Mg 2/ block of the NMDA channels (Gabbiani et al. 1994) , 10 mV toward more positive voltages. The A-type potassium current was based on voltage-clamp data from rat grcs (Bardoni and Belluzzi 1993). The reversal potential of the leak current was distributed uniformly between 070 and 060 mV among the model grcs, resulting in a realistic resting potential distribution between 064.6 and 060.6 mV (D'Angelo et al. 1995; Puia et al. 1994 ). Finally, the peak ionic conductances induced by the activation of AMPA and NMDA receptor channels at a single MF synapse were calibrated after recent current-clamp data (D'Angelo et al. 1995) and voltage-clamp data (Silver et al. 1996) . 
Responses of a model granule cell
synapse (upward traces) and of a Goc synapse (downward traces). Excitatory postsynaptic potential has been dissected into its 2 components, evoked by the Figure 2 illustrates how a model grc constructed as described selective activation of the a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic above generated typical responses to current injection (A) and to acid (AMPA)-and the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-receptor channel, resynaptic stimulation (B and C).
spectively. For the inhibitory postsynaptic potential, the peak conductance of the g-aminobutyric acid-A (GABA A ) receptor channel measured 600 pS in ELECTRICAL STIMULATION. Application of 5 pA outward current this figure. Standard inhibitory postsynaptic potential (bold trace) is compared hyperpolarized the grc from its resting potential of 062.6 up to with the response produced when the underlying conductance was modeled 089.1 mV, which corresponded to an input resistance of 5.3 GV by a biexponential decay function (thin curve: time constants of 7 and 36 ms (A, bold curve). This high value is typical of rat cerebellar grcs at room temperature and with a 33% contribution of the slow component). in slice recordings (D'Angelo et al. 1995; Kaneda et al. 1995; Puia D: responses of a model Goc, which fired spontaneously at a rate of 8. 6 Hz, et al. 1994; Silver et al. 1992 Silver et al. , 1996 . During the application of to hyper-and depolarizing current injection. Thin trace, response when 20 inward current (A, thin curve), the grc fired regularly and without pA inward current was applied during 500 ms. Bold trace, response during adaptation, with a threshold of 5-6 pA and a mean slope of the the transition from 20 to 40 pA and back to 20 pA outward current, applied frequency versus intensity curve of 5 Hz/pA, which both are averin 500-ms steps. age values of slice grcs (Brickley et al. 1996; D'Angelo et al. 1995) .
synaptic potential (EPSP) of 7.3 mV after 3 ms. To cross the firing threshold, two or three MFs had to be activated simultaneously SYNAPTIC STIMULATION. The membrane potential responses to activation of increasing numbers of MFs are shown in Fig. 2B . (depending on the resting membrane potential of the model grc), as in slice grcs (D'Angelo et al. 1995) . The response to activation Activation of a single MF evoked a subthreshold excitatory post-J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys of a single MF has been magnified in Fig. 2C and is compared SYNAPTIC STIMULATION. The PF-and MF-induced EPSPs had the same time courses as the AMPA-mediated component of a grc with the response evoked when the NMDA receptor channel had been blocked completely (curve labeled AMPA). It can be seen EPSP, which was shown in Fig. 2C . Their amplitudes were varied extensively between simulations (see Figs. 4 and 5) . that the current through the AMPA channel accounted for 89% of the potential peak and that it carried 44% of the charge into the cell. The time course of the response to synaptic inhibition is also Mossy fibers shown in Fig. 2C (bold curve) and almost completely overlapped the response produced with an inhibitory conductance that decayed Finally, each mossy fiber was modeled as a binary variable after a biexponential function (thin curve), which is the type of signaling the arrival of a spike that synchronously activated all function most frequently used to describe experimental data on grc grcs and Gocs to which the MF was connected synaptically. The inhibition (Brickley et al. 1996; Kaneda et al. 1995; Puia et al. probability of '' firing'' of a model MF was independent of its own 1994). The actual strength in vivo of the inhibitory synapses is firing history and of that of any other MF, except for a 5-ms not known. For a peak conductance of 600 pS (Brickley et al. refractory period after each spike. This Poisson distribution of the 1996), the inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) measured 03.8 instantaneous MF firing rates reflected our ignorance of the fine mV after 9 ms. structure present in and between the spike trains conveyed by actual MFs in a behaving rat. Only a tonic pattern of MF input was used, usually 10 s in duration, because this allowed us to study the Model Golgi cells dynamics of the granular layer under steady-state conditions. In most simulations, all MFs fired at the same average rate of 40 Because of a lack of morphological reconstructions of Goc dendrites, Gocs were modeled as single spherical compartments too. spikes/s. A virtual diameter of 30 mm yielded a total cell capacitance of 28 pF (Dieudonné 1995) . Similarly, because insufficient voltage-Synaptic weights, normalization, and randomization clamp data were available, Gocs were, as a first approximation, modeled with the same set of channels as used for the grc model Because each model neuron was isopotential and because model but without the 10 mV shift of the rate constant functions. From synapses had uniform time courses, all synapses originating from this, spontaneous activity was introduced by using a less negative afferents belonging to a common population of neurons (or fibers) reversal potential for the leak current, which was distributed uniconverged onto a single ''channel'' of the postsynaptic neuron. formly between 060 and 050 mV. The resulting spontaneous firing Hence each model grc was provided with one AMPA, one NMDA, rates (6.6-10.9 spikes/s, mean 8.8) were comparable to those and one GABA A receptor channel, whereas each Goc had two (PF recorded in vitro in turtles (13 spikes/s) (Midtgaard 1992 ) and vs. MF activated) AMPA channels. The maximum conductances of rats (3-5 spikes/s) (Dieudonné and Kehoe 1996) . The peak conthese channels, which will be called ''global peak conductances,'' ductances of the voltage-gated channels thereafter were tuned to express the conductance peaks resulting from the simultaneous allow for a qualitative reproduction of the current-clamp traces activation of all their synapses. recorded from turtle Gocs (Midtgaard 1992) , resulting in the fol-To preserve synaptic specificity, each synaptic connection was lowing values: NaF, 1,131 nS; CaL, 23.5 nS; Kdr, 192 nS; KA, assigned an individual weight factor (°1) and an individual delay. 14.8 nS; KC, 16.2 nS; and H, 4.85 nS. With this particular parame-The peak of the synaptic conductance induced by the arrival of a ter set, the model Goc reproduced recently reported responses of spike was calculated as the product of the global peak conductance rat Gocs (Dieudonné 1998) .
of the postsynaptic channel and the weight factor of that connec-Finally, the Gocs were provided with AMPA receptor channels tion. Multiple synaptic connections made by one neuron onto the for their MF and PF synapses (Dieudonné 1995; Midtgaard 1992) . same postsynaptic neuron were represented as one connection with The same synaptic channel kinetics were used as for grcs. The a single delay and a single weight factor. For example, if a grc global peak conductance (see further) of the PF-activated AMPA had only one Goc afferent, then the global peak conductance of channel of Gocs was put at 45.5 nS. This value allowed for a its GABA A channel should be regarded to represent the cumulative maximal global synaptic charge transfer of Ç1 pC, which correstrength of 10 virtual synapses, which is the average number of sponds well with the 2 pC recently estimated to be needed to reach inhibitory synapses onto grcs (Jakab and Hámori 1988) . threshold from 075 mV in slice Gocs (Dieudonné 1998) .
All synapses to a postsynaptic channel initially were assigned the same weight factor equal to the inverse of the number of afferents. This normalization guaranteed that a channel's global Responses of a model Golgi cell peak conductance was constant throughout the neurons of a population, even when the numbers of afferents varied as was usually the ELECTRICAL STIMULATION. Figure 2D illustrates the typical responses of a model Goc to current injection. The input resistance case for the number of PF afferents to Gocs. This allowed for a fair comparison among the responses of different neurons within a was measured by suppressing all spontaneous activity with a 020-pA current and simulating the response to an additional 020-pA population and, similarly, among the population responses obtained from networks with different synaptic densities (connection proba-current step (thick curve). The model Goc hyperpolarized hereupon from 064.1 up to 072.7 mV, corresponding to an input bilities). This strategy also avoided too strong boundary effects at the edges of the circuit. It can be compared with the experimentally resistance of 428 MV. On return to the 020-pA current level, the Goc fired a spike on top of a rebound depolarization. This rebound observed adaptation of channel densities to the average cell activity (Turrigiano et al. 1998 ). depolarization and the sag in the hyperpolarization plateau were elicited by the large, anomalously activated H current. Interest-After this normalization procedure, pre-and postsynaptic variability was introduced by an independent randomization of the ingly, an H current recently has been postulated to cause rebound spikes in rat Gocs (Dieudonné 1998) . When a 20-pA depolarizing channels' global peak conductances, and of the individual weights and delays of all their afferents. Both were distributed uniformly current was applied (thin curve), the model Goc adapted its increased firing rate because of the slow activation of its Ca 2/ -in a {15% interval around the mean value. As a consequence of this combined pre-and postsynaptic randomization, the peaks of dependent K / channel. A similar adaptation has been reported in rat Gocs (Dieudonné 1998) . Withdrawal of the stimulus caused a the conductances of the individual synapses formed a skewed distribution in a [027.75%, /32.25% ] interval around the median. slowly decaying hyperpolarization. J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys Finally, synaptic failure and synaptic plasticity were not mod-time series ( Fig. 3 E ) . The population SI is intended to express the modulation depth of this autocorrelogram ( AC ) . To this end, eled.
a cosine's period T ( accuracy 0.1 ms ) was optimized to yield a maximal internal product with the AC. After normalization, the
Model versions and parameter settings
SI mapped onto the interval [ 0.0, 1.0 ] The parameters explored in most detail were: the sizes of the populations of MFs and grcs, the densities of innervation between MFs, grcs and Gocs, and the global peak conductances of the
corresponding postsynaptic channels. We describe in RESULTS three versions of the model as follows: 1. The standard or feedback-inhibition model: In this model, A flat autocorrelogram yields a SI of 0.0 and expresses incoherent MFs did not innervate Gocs, hence grc inhibition was always feedor irregular firing. The SI equals 1.0 when the neurons of a populaback at the population level (Fig. 1, A and B) . This model was most tion fire exclusively at time intervals that are multiples of the period appropriate to elucidate the mechanism underlying the network T, even when they do not fire in every cycle of the oscillation. oscillations and to reveal its most critical parameters. Unless other-Examples of autocorrelation histograms corresponding to different wise stated, the standard network comprised 540 MFs, 5,355 grcs, SI values can be found in Figs. 3E, 4, C and D, and 5B. and an average number of 602 PF synapses on each Goc (range:
The SI is a combined metric of population synchrony and rhyth-572-631, connection probability P Å 0.2). The global peak conmicity. We therefore also compiled population interspike-interval ductance of the GABA A receptor channel of a grc was 14.1 nS (or histograms (ISIs), which counted the occurrences of intervals be-1.41 nS for each of 10 virtual Goc synapses) and a grc was innertween two consecutive spikes in every neuron of the population, vated by its closest Goc only.
as an independent measure of rhythmicity ( Fig. 3C ). As an inde-2. The feedforward-inhibition model: In this model, Gocs also pendent measure of synchrony, spike time histograms of individual received monosynaptic MF excitation. Hence, grcs received both neurons were cross-correlated ( Fig. 3D ). feedforward and feedback inhibition at the population level ( Fig.  1, A and C) . This model probably reflected more physiological conditions but, as a problem, no exact values exist describing the R E S U L T S actual contributions of MFs and PFs to Goc excitation in vivo.
We demonstrate how the grc and Goc populations, con-Compared with the previous model, the global peak conductance nected in a feedback circuit, became entrained in a very of the GABA A channel of grcs was reduced to 2.4 nS, and each grc was innervated by its four closest Gocs (hence 0.6 nS per regular, clock-like firing pattern as soon as the grcs received afferent Goc). random MF input. Nonoscillatory behavior, on the other 3. The tonic-inhibition model: The synapses from Gocs to grcs hand, could be observed when the average MF firing rate had the same parameter values as in the previous model. However, was very low, when monosynaptic MF input became the grcs had in addition a tonic GABA channel, which had a very slow very dominant source of excitation of Gocs, and when the decay time constant of 300 ms and was activated by the spikes unitary inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) of grcs befrom all 30 Gocs in the network. This model was used to simulate came masked by a tonic activation of their GABA A channels. recent experiments on slices of adult rats, during which a tonic It further will be shown how the particular synaptic organizainhibitory current was observed in grcs (Brickley et al. 1996 ; Wall tion of the granular layer added to the accuracy of the model and Usowicz 1997).
oscillations. Simulation tools
Dynamics of the granule cell } Golgi cell feedback circuit
The models have been constructed and numerically solved with
The grcs and Gocs started firing rhythmically and synchro-GENESIS 2.1 (Bower and Beeman 1995). More specifically, the sets of differential equations were integrated with a Crank-Nichol-nized when the grcs received excitation from randomly spikson method using a fixed step size of 20 ms. A dedicated Sun ing MFs and when the Gocs were predominantly excited UltraSparc computer needed Ç18 h processing time to simulate through PF synapses. This behavior is demonstrated in the 10-s network time in the standard model. The GENESIS 2.1 scripts standard model in Fig. 3 . The spontaneously firing Gocs used to generate the different versions of the network can be synchronized their spikes within 20 ms after the start of MF obtained at the URL: http://bbf-www.uia.ac.be/CEREBELLUM/ activity (see rasterplot in Fig. 3A ). Once synchronized, the network.html.
Gocs fired almost every 46 ms, resulting in a very sharp peak in their population ISI histogram ( Fig. 3C ). At the Data analysis same time, the grcs also synchronized but less prominently than the Gocs (compare their respective cross-correlograms
In first instance, the average firing rates of the grc and Goc populations were calculated, over the entire simulated time inter-in Fig. 3D ). The weaker synchrony of grcs was reflected in val ( usually of ¢10-s duration ) , so as to evaluate the contribua less sharp population spike time ( Fig. 3B ) and autocorrelation of Gocs to gain control. It readily became clear, however, tion histogram (Fig. 3E ). The synchronization of grcs was that the feedback inhibition exerted by Gocs on grcs strongly less pronounced because individual grcs fired less regularly influenced the degree of synchrony and rhythmicity in either than Gocs, as revealed by a broader ISI histogram ( Fig. 3C ). neuron population. To explore this phenomenon, a synchroniza-Grcs also did not fire every cycle, resulting in peaks in their tion index ( SI ) for cell populations was defined. All spikes from ISI histogram at integer multiples of the 46-ms oscillation the neurons of a ( grc or Goc ) population ( excluding neurons period.
close to the network border ) were compiled in 1-ms bins, produc-
The high stability of this oscillatory firing pattern was Top and bottom rows correspond to 19 MFs and grcs, respectively, lying at the same positions as the Gocs and at positions halfway in between them. Hence, this rasterogram spans 2.7 mm along the PF axis. To demonstrate the fast transition to synchronous firing, the network first is shown without MF input, with only the Gocs firing spontaneously. Population spike time histograms (B) and their autocorrelograms (E) for the Goc (top rows) and grc populations (bottom rows) were computed as explained in METHODS . Regularity of firing can be assessed from the population interspike interval (ISI) histograms (C). Synchronicity is demonstrated independently from the cross-correlograms between the spike trains of separate neurons, as shown in D for the couple of Gocs (top) and the couple of grcs (bottom) lying at the outermost positions of the rasterogram in A.
isolated model Goc injected with a constant 27.5-pA current, quence, the synchronization indices (SIs) rose when the synhad a SI of 0.961 (compare with 0.946 in Fig. 3E ). Second, apses involved in the feedback coupling (the Goc inhibition when the entire grc population received exclusively inhibiof grcs and the PF excitation of Gocs) were increased in tion from a single perfectly regularly firing interneuron, its strength. The abrupt fall in SI at high strengths of PF excita-SI measured 0.762 (0.721 in Fig. 3E) .
tion corresponded to the network operating in an unphysiological range of parameters (see legend of Fig. 4D ).
Strength of synaptic coupling between Golgi and granule
The effects on the average population firing rates produced cells by altering the peak conductances of these synapses were more complex as Gocs and grcs reacted differently. These The regular and synchronized firing pattern was produced effects can be most easily understood by a linear systems by the feedback coupling between the grc and Goc populations. Figure 4 , C and D, demonstrates how, as a conse-analysis of the lumped circuit (Fig. 1A ). If we let mf, Go, (B and D) . Synaptic strengths are expressed as global peak conductances (see METHODS, Synaptic weights) . Simulations of the standard model with 90 MFs, 4,662 grcs, and an average number of 560 PF synapses per Goc. In A and C, the PF-activated AMPA channel of Gocs had a global peak conductance of 45.5 nS, whereas the global peak conductance of the GABA A channel of grcs measured 14.1 nS in B and D. Insets in C and D show, for the indicated SI values, the corresponding autocorrelograms of the population spike time histograms (0-to 1-s time axis; compare with Fig. 3E ). At global peak conductances of the PF to Goc synapses larger than 100 nS (crossed data points in D), Gocs fired doublets of spikes (with a 3 ms ISI). This type of firing which has never been observed during in vivo recordings of Goc activity (Atkins et al. 1997; Edgley and Lidierth 1987; Ito 1984; Van Kan et al. 1993; Vos et al. 1997 ) caused a decrease of the SI. J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys and gr be scalars denoting the average firing activity of the MF, Goc, and grc population respectively, and K Gorgr and K grrGo be the average connection weights, then the following steady-state solution holds
The average steady-state firing rate of grcs decreased hyperbolically when the feedback inhibition grew stronger (Eq.
3), irrespective of whether a stronger feedback coupling was caused by a larger conductance of the GABA A -mediated synapses that grcs received from Gocs (K Gorgr , Fig. 4A ) or by a larger conductance of the AMPA-mediated synapses which PFs made on Gocs (K grrGo , Fig. 4B ). The average steady-state firing rate of Gocs similarly was a hyperbolically decreasing function (Eq. 4) of K Gorgr (Fig. 4A ), but it increased, as a Michaelis-Menten function (Eq. 4), when the PF synapses grew stronger (K grrGo , Fig. 4B ). In other words, while increasing K Gorgr had similar effects on grc and Goc firing rates, increasing K grrGo had opposite effects.
Combining the information in all panels of Fig. 4 , it is clear that the stronger grc firing was being suppressed, the more regular and synchronized became the grc (and Goc) firing pattern. Although the exact strengths of the synapses involved are not known experimentally, it must be concluded that if the feedback inhibition from Gocs to grcs really serves to restrict the number of active PFs, as suggested by standard theories of cerebellar function (Braitenberg et al. 1997; Marr 1969) , then oscillations inevitably will be induced. electrical stimulation of the white matter are, in vitro, larger than those evoked by stimulation of the molecular layer, probably due to the more central positioning of MF synapses Figure 5B shows that the SIs remained unaffected or even slightly rose by increasing the level of MF-to-Goc excitation, on Gocs (Dieudonné and Kehoe 1996) .
Mossy fiber excitation of Golgi cells
The effect of monosynaptic MF excitation of Gocs, and until a clear threshold was reached above which the randomly spiking MFs tended to increasingly desynchronize of the concomitant feedforward inhibition of grcs (Fig. 1A) , was evaluated with the feedforward-inhibition model (see the Gocs and hence the whole network. It is straightforward that the coherence built up through correlated PF inputs METHODS ). The global peak conductance of the MF-activated AMPA channel of Gocs was varied from 0 to 200% became disrupted by the random firing of the MF inputs.
However, when the number of MF synapses was increased relative to the PF-activated AMPA channel, the global peak conductance of which was kept constant at 45.5 nS. In addi-and each individual synapse had, due to the normalization procedure (see METHODS ), a proportionately smaller weight, tion, by using two different degrees of MF-to-Goc convergence, the global peak conductance of the MF-activated the oscillations persisted at much stronger levels of MF-to-Goc excitation (compare the curves for 18 and 108 MF AMPA channel became distributed over 18 or 108 MF synapses onto each Goc. Together, these parameter combina-synapses).
The autocorrelation histograms in Fig. 5B illustrate these tions captured the above-mentioned differences between actual MFs and PFs in the numbers and strengths of their findings: the oscillations became less accurate and more transient when the relative strength of the MF-activated AMPA synapses. J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys channel was increased from 0.8 to 1.0. At a relative strength of 1.3, the oscillations disappeared completely. Note, however, that when the relative firing rates of MFs (40 spikes/ s) and PFs (see Fig. 5A ) were taken into account at these different synaptic strengths, the latter two autocorrelograms corresponded to an overall MF excitatory input that was 6 and 15 times stronger than the input through PFs. Hence, the oscillations in the model granular layer persisted even when ú85% of the excitatory input to Gocs was provided by way of MFs (relative synaptic strength of 1.0).
Finally, Fig. 5A shows that the average firing rate of grcs decreased almost linearly with the strength of MF excitation of Gocs and did not stabilize toward a lower limit. In this aspect feedforward inhibition was more efficient than feedback inhibition at restricting the number of active PFs.
Mossy fiber excitation of granule cells
The average MF firing rate was an important controlling parameter for the network oscillations. First, an increased MF firing rate enhanced the firing rate of both grcs and Gocs (Fig. 6A ). This always occurred by a shortening of their oscillation periods, never by a transition to doublet or burst firing. Hence the frequency of the oscillations varied in the standard model between 12 Hz for an average MF firing rate of 10 spikes/s and 44 Hz for 260 spikes/s. The corresponding oscillation periods ranged from 23 to 82 ms (Fig. 6A) , which is in agreement with the 20-to 80-ms range of modal interspike intervals measured for different Gocs in behaving cats (Edgley and Lidierth 1987) .
Second, synchrony required a minimum average firing rate of MFs: the oscillations almost completely disappeared at õ10-15 spikes/s (standard model, Fig. 6B ). This loss of rhythmogenesis can be explained by the progressive increase in oscillation period (Fig. 6A) , which eventually would last longer than the IPSP evoked in grcs by a single Goc spike. As a consequence, MF-triggered grc spikes and spontaneous Goc spikes escaped from the rhythm. The network still oscillated at lower frequencies when a slower kinetics for the GABA A channel of grcs was used.
Similar results were observed in the feedforward-inhibition model for MF firing rates of 20-40 spikes/s (Fig. 6C ).
FIG . 6. Effects of MF firing rate on network dynamics in the standard
At higher MF firing rates, the curves of Fig. 6C became model (A and B) and in the feedforward-inhibition model (C). Average more complex because Gocs received monosynaptic MF exfiring rates (A) and SIs (B) of Gocs ( ---) and grcs ( ) in the citation at increased rates as well. It is important to note that standard model are plotted as functions of the average firing rate of MFs.
All MFs in the network fired at the same average rate. The diamonds in A in Fig. 6C , the peak conductances of both the MF-and PFindicate the oscillation period (right vertical axis). In C, the feedforwardactivated AMPA channels of Gocs were reduced in strength inhibition model was simulated at 3 relative strengths of MF excitation of by 50% to diminish the firing of doublets by the Gocs (see Gocs (0.8, 1.0, and 1.3, i.e., the same strengths for which autocorrelograms Fig. 4D, legend) . This simple reduction in total excitatory are shown in Fig. 5B ). Global peak conductances of both AMPA channels of Gocs were reduced by 50% to prevent that Gocs would fire doublets. input sufficed to raise the SI from 0.013 in Fig. 5B to ú0.5
Nevertheless, at high MF firing rates, the Gocs still fired ú10% of their in Fig. 6C for a relative MF synaptic strength of 1.3 (40 spikes õ10 ms after a previous spike (crossed data points). spikes/s). Hence the decline in SI in Fig. 5B was caused partly by an overexcitation of the model Gocs, probably they damped the jitter in the input caused by the randomly beyond physiological levels.
activated MFs. Finally, we also compared the contributions of the AMPAand NMDA-receptor channels at the MF-to-grc synapses (D'Angelo et al. 1995) . It appeared that NMDA channels, Numbers of mossy fibers, granule cells, and parallel fiber although not essential for the generation of network oscillasynapses tions, had a strongly stabilizing effect. They contributed more than AMPA channels to grc excitation (Fig. 2C ), but
We demonstrate now, by means of the standard model, that the numbers of MFs and grcs, as well as the average because of their slow time course and low peak amplitude, J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys
MFs and an average number of 62 PF synapses on every Goc produced a Goc SI of 0.881 when there were 537 grcs (P Å 0.2) and of 0.864 in a model with 2,145 grcs (P Å 0.05). But the highest value of the SI obtained for a similar number of PF synapses was only 0.457 in models with 15 MFs (42 PF synapses, 995 grcs, P Å 0.05) and 0.699 in models with 90 MFs (70 PF synapses, 4,662 grcs, P Å 0.025). In the 15-MFs network set, the asymptotic value of the SI increased with the number of grcs from 0.431 (810 grcs, P Å 1.0, 704 PF synapses) to 0.68 (1,365 grcs, P Å 1.0, 1,239 PF synapses). At densities of Ç20 PF synapses onto each Goc, all curves reached SI levels of approximately half their asymptotic values ( Fig. 7) . Hence, a small number of PF synapses sufficed for achieving remarkably high SIs, even in networks with thousands of grcs of which only a fraction made PF synapses on the 30 available Gocs. It follows that if grcs were densely connected to Gocs (large numbers of PF synapses), then only a fraction of them would need to be activated by MF FIG . 7. Effect of the average number of PF synapses on Gocs on the input to synchronize the network. We conclude that large SI of the Goc population. Data were computed for the standard model but using varying numbers of MFs, varying numbers of grcs, and varying numbers of MFs and grcs added to the accuracy of the oscilconnection probabilities P from grcs to Gocs. Because Gocs at the edges lations ( Fig. 7) but that synchronization could be sustained of the circuit have less PFs to be connected by, the number of PF synapses in networks with a sparse grc activity. 45, 105, 462, 810, 990, 1,155, or 1,365 in a circuit of 30 Gocs a realistic figure. In addition, given grcs and 15 MFs (ᮀ]), networks with 87, 345, 855, 4,662, 13,365, or that the excitatory postsynaptic currents evoked by spontane-17,655 grcs and 90 MFs (q), and networks with 537, 2,145, 5,355, or ous PF activation measure 38 pA at the soma of rat Gocs 10,695 grcs and 540 MFs (᭺). Isolated points and the rightmost point on clamped at 070 mV (Dieudonné 1998), our global peak each curve are from maximally connected networks (P Å 1.0). Because the number of PF synapses in a maximally connected network is proportional to conductance of 45.5 nS for the PF-activated AMPA channel the number of grcs, these points can be used to rank the curves by increasing corresponded, in retrospect, to the cumulative activation of numbers of grcs.
84 PFs, which is, from the analysis of Fig. 7 , quite sufficient to generate robust oscillations. number of PF synapses per Goc, were critical factors in the synchronization process and that the granular layer of the cerebellum satisfies these constraints. The average firing Parallel fiber conduction speed rates of grcs and Gocs, on the other hand, hardly were affected by changing these numbers because the global peak The synchronization of Gocs over a distance of several conductance of the PF-activated AMPA channel of Gocs millimeters (Fig. 3A) was remarkable given the low PF was kept constant at 45.5 nS to dissociate the effect of the conduction speed. While it appears from Fig. 8 that our synaptic number from the above-described effect of the standard value of 0.5 m/s was almost optimal in this respect, global peak conductance (Fig. 4D) .
synchronization remained prominent for speeds as low as Figure 7 plots how the SI of the Goc population depended 0.1 m/s (speed 01 10 s/m). Note that at this speed the delay on the average number of PF synapses per Goc and on between activation of the most proximal and distal PF synthe numbers of MFs and grcs. Each curve connects the SIs apse comprised 25 ms or as long as 44% of the oscillation obtained from networks with fixed numbers of MFs and grcs period. Moreover, randomizing the timing of PF excitation but different connection probabilities P from grcs to Gocs.
of Gocs by distributing the delays of the PF synapses uni-Different curves are from networks with different numbers formly in {100% intervals around their standard values did of MFs and/or grcs (see legend). It can be seen that all SI not have any deteriorating effect on synchronization. curves were quite similar Michaelis-Menten-like functions Although varying the PF conduction speed within physioof the number of PF synapses. The curves differed only in logical ranges (Bernard and Axelrad 1991; Eccles et al. the asymptotic values reached, which depended more on the 1966; Vranesic et al. 1994) did not affect the SI much, it number of MFs than on the number of grcs. Indeed, curves did have an effect on the oscillation period by changing the from networks with different numbers of MFs were largely delay of the feedback loop. As shown in Fig. 8 , the oscillanonoverlapping, while within a set of networks with the tion period increased in reverse proportion to the PF conducsame number of MFs, curves were much less separated (extion speed and hence proportional to the conduction delays cept in the 15 MF networks).
As an illustration of these principles, a model with 540 from grcs to Gocs. J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys
Gocs decreased almost linearly with the steady-state conductance of the tonic GABA channels until levels of spontaneous activity were reached (0 for grcs and 8.8 spikes/s for Gocs). Nevertheless, the synchronous oscillations persisted provided the MF input was sufficiently strong (Fig. 9B) . For example, when the MFs fired at rates of 100 spikes/s, the SIs remained unaffected by a tonic Cl 0 conductance as high as 950 pS (Fig. 9B) , which is much higher than the 150-300 pS actually measured in vitro. Interestingly, when the data from A and B were combined, the fall in SI was related to a reduction in PF firing rate, independent of the strength of tonic inhibition itself. It must be noted, however, that Gocs, which are the sole possible source of synchronizing and rhythmic input to grcs, still needed to activate the ''transient'' GABA A channels of grcs with an appreciable frequency for synchronization to ensue. For example, in the network pro-FIG . 8. Effects of PF conduction speed on the SIs of Gocs ducing a Goc SI of 0.853 at a tonic inhibition of 951 pS ( ---) and grcs ( ) , and on the network oscillation period ( Fig. 9 B, the ensuing grc to Goc conduction delays. Oscillation period was defined of the inhibitory current in grcs. An almost complete abas the value of T in Eq. 2 ( see METHODS ) and corresponded also to the sence of unitary IPSCs, as has been reported in adult peak ISI of either neuron population. All other results in the present rats in vitro ( Wall and Usowicz 1997 ) , precludes the study have been obtained from networks with a conduction speed of 0.5 emergence of synchronized and rhythmic firing in grcs m/ s ( speed 01 2 s/m). and hence in the entire network.
Golgi cell inhibition of granule cells
In Fig. 4, A and C, we have demonstrated that the global peak conductance of the GABA A channel of grcs is a critical parameter, for network synchronization as well as for gain control. Unfortunately, a reliable in vivo estimate of this parameter is not on hand. In adult rats in vitro, grcs display spontaneous, bicuculline-sensitive, unitary currents of 600 pA ( Brickley et al. 1996 ) , but it is unclear how many of the Ç10 inhibitory synaptic contacts on grcs ( Jakab and Hámori 1988 ) actually are activated during a unitary IPSC. Indeed, a major problem in interpreting these IPSC amplitudes is that the inhibitory synapses on grcs originate from an unknown number of Gocs because the axonal plexuses of Gocs overlap to some extent ( De Zeeuw et al. 1995; Palay and Chan-Palay 1974 ) . In this respect, the model predicts that if the inhibitory synapses on a grc originate from more than one Goc, then the relative timing of their activation determines the degree of grc suppression and this suppression will be much more profound the more asynchronously the afferent Gocs fire ( data not shown ) . This is another instance of the association between desynchronization and low PF ( grc ) firing rate ( see also Figs. 5, 6, and 9 ) .
Recently, a tonic Cl 0 current has been recorded in grcs of adult rats in vitro (Brickley et al. 1996; Kaneda et al. 1995; Wall and Usowicz 1997) . This inhibitory current passes through a bicuculline-sensitive channel with a conductance of a few hundred pS and carries a charge much larger than the total charge transferred by spontaneous, unitary IPSCs. We incorporated this in vitro finding in the model by temporal summation, these tonic channels reached steadyof the tonic GABA channel of grcs, which depended on its global peak state conductances of°1,400 pS.
conductance ( which was varied from 0 to 533 pS ) and on the Goc firing rate ( which depended primarily on the MF firing rate ) . Figure 9A shows that the average firing rates of grcs and J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG . 10. Effects produced by increasing the variability of the rate of MF input to grcs in the standard model. In the scatter plot of A, the average firing rate of each grc is plotted against the mean firing rate of its individual set of four afferent MFs. Note that the isolated point corresponds to a grc that inadvertantly did not have a Goc afferent, and hence it can be used to assess the effect of inhibition. In B, it is demonstrated that the variability in average firing rate among Gocs did not increase with the extra randomization of the MF input. Increased variability of the MF input was realized by distributing the average firing rate of individual MFs uniformly between 5 and 75 Hz.
Robustness of the model oscillations to additional
pare the firing rate distributions in Fig. 10, A and B ) , and a single rhythm was imposed on the entire network ( Maex parameter randomization
and De Schutter 1998 ). Although the isolated model Gocs and grcs, owing to their large sets of voltage-gated channels, reliably reproduced the D I S C U S S I O N dynamics of actual slice Gocs and grcs (Fig. 2) , predicting network interactions could be argued to require a detailed Rather than trying to reproduce experimental data, which representation of the dendrites. We tried to capture the efunfortunately are hardly available, this modeling study was fects of putting synapses at different positions on a passive explorative in nature. Nevertheless, the observation that the dendritic tree by extending the randomization intervals of Golgi cell-granule cell feedback loop can act as an oscillator the synaptic time courses, delays, and weights. The followunder conditions of random MF input deserves the attention ing results demonstrate the extreme robustness of the synof both experimentalists and theoreticians. A clocklike, synchronous, rhythmic firing pattern.
chronous firing pattern emerged when the Gocs received To test the effect of variability in the time course of indiexcitation predominantly through PFs but could proceed to vidual synapses, the decay time constant (t 2 ) of each synapan asynchronous firing pattern when the MF input to Gocs tic channel as well as the synaptic delay of each afferent was increased in strength. These opposing effects of PF was substituted with random values between 50 and 150% versus MF input to Gocs are discussed first, as the relevance of their standard values. As we did not use a delay for the of our model oscillations for cerebellar functioning depends Goc-to-grc synapses, a 2-ms delay was added here. Furtheron the existence of a circuit providing Gocs with a suffimore, to test the effect of unequal strengths of synaptic ciently strong PF excitation. We next underscore the reliabilactivation, the distribution intervals of the synaptic weight ity of our observations by showing that the architecture of the factors and of the global peak conductances of the postsynapgranular layer resembles, in many respects, that of neuronal tic channels were extended to {50% (compared with {15% network models of oscillatory behavior. It also is argued that in the standard models), either for all types of channels this behavior is not an artificial dynamic phenomenon due to simultaneously or for each channel type in isolation. Surprislimitations of the model or the use of unrealistic parameters. ingly, with only a single exception, these randomizations Finally, we discuss the model predictions and its implicahardly affected network synchrony and rhythmicity at all, tions for the function of Gocs and of the cerebellum (De i.e., the SIs remained ú0.9 for Gocs and ú0.6 for grcs Schutter and Maex 1996) . (compare to Fig. 3E ). The one exception was the global peak conductance of the PF-activated AMPA channel of Parallel fiber versus mossy fiber excitation of Golgi cells Gocs. If this conductance was randomized to a level where the differences in excitation between individual Gocs be-Three principles adequately describe the effect of Goc excitation on network synchrony. First, whenever Gocs are came very large (more than threefold), the entire network desynchronized and each Goc started firing at its own rate. very strongly excited, synchrony deteriorates either because Gocs fire doublets (an unphysiological condition, see Figs. Finally, we also tested the sensitivity of the model to a larger variability in the MF input to individual grcs by 4 D and 6C) or because they suppress PF firing almost completely (Fig. 5B) . Second, for a given level of Goc excita-assigning each MF a separate average firing rate, chosen randomly between 5 and 75 spikes / s. The mean firing rate tion, the SI sharply declines when the contribution of MFs to excitation grows above a threshold fraction (Fig. 5B ). of the MF population remained at 40 spikes / s, but its variability was probably closer to the situation in vivo and However, a 10 times stronger MF than PF input may be needed to desynchronize the entire network. Third, this caused a broad distribution of grc average firing rates ( Fig.  10 A ) . Nevertheless, synchrony and rhythmicity were threshold fraction increases with the number of MF afferents to Gocs. A similar threshold effect holds for the number of hardly affected ( Goc SI Å 0.926, grc SI Å 0.654, compare to Fig. 3 E ) . This can be explained by the massive conver-PF synapses on Gocs (Fig. 7) .
Because not only the relative numbers of MF and PF gence of grc inputs onto Gocs. Because Gocs sampled through PF synapses the activity of hundreds of grcs, the synapses but also their absolute numbers are important according to these principles, there is a need for quantitative variability in firing rate among Gocs did not increase concomitantly with the variability of the grc firing rate ( com-anatomic data on the innervation of Gocs. An additional J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys problem in predicting the stability of oscillations in vivo is differences between the two models. First, in the hippocampal model, synchronization of excitatory as well as that only a fraction of the synapses might be activated depending on the MF activity pattern.
inhibitory neurons is achieved almost completely through the common inhibitory input they receive. The spikes Physiological data, however, indicate that the requirements for synchronization may be fulfilled in vivo. First, in themselves are evoked through slow excitation, either through steady current injection or through synaptic activa-vivo recorded Gocs typically do not fire with intervals õ10 ms, and their slow firing rates are only modestly modulated tion of NMDA-receptor channels. In contrast, both common excitation ( of Gocs ) and common inhibition ( of grcs ) in response to motor activity (Edgley and Lidierth 1987; Miles et al. 1980; but see Van Kan et al. 1993) . Second, contributed to synchronization and rhythmogenesis in the present model. Second, when the excitatory neurons in although PF synapses have a lower efficacy than MF synapses, Dieudonné (1998) estimated that activation of as few the hippocampal model additionally are coupled to the inhibitory neurons through fast AMPA-mediated excita-as 40 PF synapses would suffice to evoke a Goc spike, which is similar to the putative number of 50 PFs for Purkinje cell tion, they evoke EPSPs that lag the inhibitory neurons' spikes ( evoked through slow excitation ) and trigger a sec-excitation (Barbour 1993 ). Finally, Vos et al. (1997 found in anesthetized rats strongly correlated firing between Gocs ondary, doublet spike ( Traub et al. 1997 ) . Because only the secondary spikes of inhibitory neurons directly couple aligned along the PF axis but not along the sagittal axis.
Together, these data suggest that Gocs are indeed excit-the rhythm of inhibitory neurons to that of excitatory neurons, it is not surprising that the occurrence of spike dou-able through PF input and that this input evokes a considerable number of Goc spikes. Hence, the PF pathway of Goc blets considerably improves synchronization ( Ermentrout and Kopell 1998; Traub et al. 1996 ) . In contrast, the inhibi-excitation might be strong enough to support synchronization and rhythmogenesis.
tory Gocs in the present model fired, once the network was synchronized, through the pulsatile input they received from the excitatory grcs whose spikes led the Goc spikes Unique structure of the cerebellar granule cell layer by a few milliseconds. Doublet spikes in Gocs, arising The critical components that support oscillations in the either by a dominant MF excitation or by very strong PF present model are the PF excitation of Gocs, which coupled synapses, consequently tended to perturb the rhythmic firthe Gocs in a synchronous rhythm, and the feedback inhibiing pattern ( Figs. 4 D and 6C ). tion to grcs, which coupled the grc rhythm to that of Gocs.
NUMBERS OF MOSSY FIBERS, GRANULE CELLS, AND GOLGI
Although this mechanism is not fundamentally different CELLS. Synchronization scaled with the density of MFs from the oscillatory mechanism in models of other brain (Fig. 7) , and it is interesting to note that the cerebellum is areas, several features of its anatomy make the granular characterized by an exceptionally high ratio of input fibers layer more liable to oscillations than other structures like over output fibers (Brodal and Bjaalie 1992) . Similarly, a hippocampus and cerebral cortex.
large number of grcs, the most numerous neurons in the ABSENCE OF GRC-GRC AND GOC-GOC SYNAPSES. The popuentire brain, supported the synchronization process. In parlations of excitatory (grcs) and inhibitory neurons (Gocs) ticular, if only a small number of sparsely distributed MFs are reciprocally connected, but the absence of synapses fires, then the fraction of activated grcs will be small and a among grcs and among Gocs is unique. Indeed, Freeman large population of grcs will be needed to produce a set of (1972) already recognized the oscillatory capability of ciractive PFs large enough to entrain the oscillations (Fig. 7) . cuits with this architecture, but he did not consider their Finally, because of the relative sparseness of the Gocs, the existence in the vertebrate brain. granular layer of the cerebellum almost perfectly matches In general, synapses between the excitatory neurons of a the ''comparator circuit '' of Kammen et al. (1989) . These population have a destabilizing effect on synchronization authors demonstrate that a circuit with feedback coupling (Bush and Sejnowski 1996; Hansel et al. 1995; Traub et al. between a single inhibitory neuron and an array of excitatory 1997). It is significant in this respect that König and Schillen oscillators is the network of choice for synchronizing these needed to introduce lateral connections between the excitoscillators, performing much better than a network with latatory neurons of their cerebral cortex model to allow for eral coupling. As such, the PFs in our model can be thought a stimulus-specific desynchronization (Schillen and König of as connecting and synchronizing an array of individual 1991). On the other hand, excitatory synapses can be comparator circuits. strongly synchronizing when the targets are inhibitory neurons (Bush and Sejnowski 1996) as in the present model. SLOW PARALLEL FIBER CONDUCTION SPEED. The finding that a 0.1-to 0.5-m/s PF conduction speed was fast enough In a recent hippocampal model, it was found that lateral inhibition alone can accomplish synchronization provided to generate coherent firing (Fig. 8) implies a mechanism to circumvent axonal conduction delays as high as 5-25 ms. its time course is slow ( Whittington et al. 1995 ) . It can be argued that this latter mechanism of lateral, monosynaptic Two architectural features of the model granular layer prevent the occurrence of phase breaks in the chain of synchro-inhibition is not completely different from the one presented here. Indeed, the Gocs also inhibit one another nously firing neurons. First, the numerous and long PFs ensure a massive convergence from grcs to Gocs and hence a slowly by indirect or polysynaptic coupling, i.e., by suppressing their mutual sources of excitation ( the grcs ) . It large degree of overlap in excitation between Gocs. Second, the very densely packed grcs and the regularly spaced syn-is not surprising then that the oscillations in the present model were slower than in the hippocampus model ( 10 - Crook et al. 1997; Traub et al. 1996) . In agreement with our findings, synchronization of (1993) measured tonic levels as high as 200 spikes/s during active arm movements in monkeys. Within this experimen-a cerebral cortex model was very robust to variation and randomization of the synaptic delays within a column (Bush tally measured interval of average MF firing rates, stable oscillations almost invariably were observed in the model and Sejnowski 1996). granular layer (Fig. 6, B and C) , even when the individual MFs fired at different rates (Fig. 10) . Although the average Limitations of the model and missing experimental data firing rates of the model MFs were realistic from the above, we do not intend to portray a stationary MF input as being NEURON MODELS. A simplification in the present work was true to nature. As argued in the INTRODUCTION, a stationary the use of single-compartmental neurons. Given the ro-MF input was most appropriate to analyze how the model bustness of the model oscillations to randomization of the oscillations depended on network parameters. weights, delays, and time courses of the individual synapses, however, it becomes improbable that passive filtering of TONIC INHIBITION OF GRANULE CELLS. Finally, a tonic inhisynaptic inputs along multicompartmental dendrites will albition of grcs desynchronized the network, but this effect ter the dynamics of the network. Moreover, this approach could be neutralized completely by increasing the MF firing has been applied successfully to models of many other brain rate. It also remains to be proven that the spill-over of GABA regions (Destexhe et al. 1996; Golomb and Rinzel 1993;  in the MF glomerulus, which is the putative cause of tonic Jefferys et al. 1996; Manor et al. 1997; Wang and Buzsáki inhibition in grcs (Brickley et al. 1996; Wall and Usowicz 1996) even when such models are not as robust to parameter 1997), is not an artifact of the in vitro preparation. Because randomization as the present model (e.g., Traub et al. 1997 ; GABA A receptors cluster at Goc-grc synapses (Nusser et al. Wang and Buzsáki 1996) . Similarly, despite the absence of 1995), the absence of unitary IPSCs and of any effect of complete kinetic data on the different voltage-gated channels tetrodotoxin application (Wall and Usowicz 1997) questions in rat grcs and Gocs, we believe that our model neurons the normal functioning of Gocs in slices from adult rats (see captured the cellular properties of rat grcs (Brickley et al. also Dieudonné 1998 D'Angelo et al. 1995; Puia et al. 1994; Silver et al. 1996) and Gocs (Dieudonné 1998) The main prediction of the model is that the granular layer dynamics becomes clear when the clocklike spike trains of the cerebellum can generate rhythmic and synchronized emerging in the model Gocs and grcs are compared with the firing patterns in PFs. Because a sufficiently strong MF input burst-like discharges of pyramidal and basket cells in a reis required for this purpose, the extent in space and time cent neocortex model (Bush and Sejnowski 1996) .
over which a single synchronous rhythm is measurable will SYNAPTIC ORGANIZATION. Besides using simplified model be determined by the (largely unknown) natural pattern of neurons, the network also did not include all known synaptic MF input. Two groups recently have reported the presence inputs to the granular layer. In particular, Gocs also receive of oscillations in the granular layer of awake monkeys (Pelinput from climbing fibers, recurrent Purkinje axons (Palay lerin and Lamarre 1997) and rats (Hartmann and Bower and Chan-Palay 1974), and Lugaro cells (Dieudonné 1995 (Dieudonné ), 1998 . According to the present model, these oscillations but only the slow inhibitory currents induced by stellate cells may be generated in situ. The pauses in between oscillatory (stcs) have been described in some detail (Dieudonné and activity could be caused by a drop in MF activity or, alterna-Kehoe 1996). Preliminary simulations demonstrate that intively, by a selective increase in activity, through an unput from stcs, activated by PFs, does not disrupt synchrony known mechanism, of the MFs providing monosynaptic exbecause the stc population becomes entrained in the rhythm. citation to Gocs. Even more, based on voltage-clamp recordings, stcs have
In addition, the model makes four predictions about the been proposed recently to enhance rhythmic firing of Gocs dynamics of the granular layer, which should be verifiable (and consequently of grcs) by activating their H currents and through multiunit recordings from MFs, Gocs, and grcs. eliciting postinhibitory rebound spikes (Dieudonné 1998) . First, the more regular the rhythm produced by single Gocs Finally, the robustness of the regular firing pattern to large (as assessed from their ISI histograms), the more synchrovariations in PF conduction speed ( Fig. 8) and to randomizanized pairs of Gocs should fire (as assessed from their crosstion of the grc-to-Goc synaptic delays suggests that it will correlograms). This follows from the fact that rhythmicity not be disrupted by the slight PF speed gradient that exists arises at the network and not at the neuronal level. Actually, along the vertical axis of the molecular layer (Bernard and single putative Gocs have been reported to fire regularly Axelrad 1991; Vranesic et al. 1994) but that was not in- (Armstrong and Rawson 1979; Edgley and Lidierth 1987 ; cluded in the model.
Van Kan et al. 1993) , and this characteristic even has been used as a criterion for their identification (Miles et al. 1980 ). MOSSY FIBER FIRING PATTERN. Our major concern in choosing the MF firing rates was to achieve in vivo levels of That Goc ISI histograms are broader in experimental studies than in our present modeling study seems inevitable given activity in the model granular layer, in which we apparently succeeded given the realistic firing rates of the model Gocs the sensitivity of both the oscillation period (Fig. 6 A) and the SI itself (Fig. 6, B and C) on the strength of MF activity, (Fig. 6A) (Edgley and Lidierth 1987; Miles et al. 1980 ; Van J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys which can be expected to fluctuate during the recording pe-generation of the time delays that cause adjacent (Purkinje) cells to fire asynchronously. riod in behaving animals and to be tonically depressed in anesthetized animals. Our paired recordings of Goc activity, Finally, with respect to the Purkinje cells, it has been suggested in previous modeling studies that they might be which we started subsequent to the results of the present study, confirm that most Goc pairs along the PF axis show able to phase-lock their spike responses to PF inputs only when many PF synapses are activated synchronously (De significant synchronicity of firing in vivo, which is modulated by stimulation (Vos et al. 1997 ). Schutter 1994 De Schutter and Bower 1994b; Jaeger et al. 1997) . Consequently, the synchronization of PF activity Second, if Gocs fire rhythmically and synchronized, then grcs should do the same. It is exciting in this respect that imposed by the Goc-grc feedback loop could provide a critical mechanism for the precise timing of Purkinje cell firing Eccles et al. (1971) were surprised to find, in the granular layer of lightly anesthetized or decerebrate cats, ''a consider-and could be important for plasticity of their PF synapses (De Schutter 1995; Hartell 1996) . able number of regularly rhythmic spike potentials,'' mostly of Ç20 Hz, the source of which they could not identify. On the basis of the results from our study, we would attribute A P P E N D I X this activity to grcs.
In this appendix we give a full description of the equations and Third, because synchronous and rhythmic firing becomes parameters governing the network model. more prominent when the MF input grows stronger (Fig. 6,  B and C) , these properties should be more easily detectable I applied Å C dV dt / 1 R
in the awake, behaving animal. The oscillation frequency as well as the power of the frequency spectrum should thereby / ∑ synapse g synapse (V 0 V synapse ) increase (Fig. 6A ). The final prediction stems from simulations of 2D versions The values of C and R (see METHODS ) have been calculated from of the network model. The 2D network extension did not the surface area using a specific membrane capacitance of 1 mF/ affect the synchronicity established between neurons along cm 2 and a specific membrane resistance of 30,300 Vcm 2 . the PF axis (data not shown). Along the sagittal axis, however, shared PF input between neighboring Gocs was re-Equations for voltage-gated channels stricted by the limited overlap of their dendritic trees, and consequently synchronization became less accurate with in- The general conclusion of this modeling study is that the granular layer of the cerebellum might be designed as a KCa Gabbiani et al. (1994) , except the nervous system into pulsatile, rhythmic firing patterns. for the KA channel, which was adapted from Bardoni and Belluzzi (1993) . In addition, for granule cells, all voltage-dependent func-
The Gocs are, unlike inhibitory neurons in other systems tions have been shifted 10 mV toward more positive voltages, i.e., like visual cortex (Maex and Orban 1996), too scarce and V m Å V -10 while V m Å V for Gocs. For the peak conductance lack interconnections needed to shape the receptive fields of values gV , see METHODS .
their efferent grcs. They could at most sharpen the response selectivity of grcs by setting their threshold as proposed by Equations for synaptic receptor channels Marr (1969) . We propose that, in addition, Gocs are involved in synchronization and rhythmogenesis.
Synaptic receptor conductances were modeled as dual exponen-Our study also suggests that PFs have a much more imtial functions (Wilson and Bower 1989) portant function in regulating granular layer activity than g synapse (t,V ) Å gV (t 1 0 t 2 )(e 0t/t 1 0 e 0t/t 2 ) t 1 t 2 (e 0t peak / t 1 0 e 0 t peak / t 2 ) 1 1 / h[Mg 2/ ]e 0 g V m generally is assumed. According to the present hypothesis, PFs synchronize Gocs over long distances. It is interesting to note that the present view on PFs goes opposite to the clock hypothesis of Braitenberg et al. (1997) , according to with t peak Å t 1 t 2 ln(t 1 /t 2 ) t 1 0 t 2 and [Mg 2/ ] Å 1.2 mM whom the slow conduction speed of PFs is essential for the J1071-7 / 9k2e$$no47 10-26-98 22:12:02 neupa LP-Neurophys 
